The Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine thanks the American Osteopathic Foundation for its support, and celebrates members of our MSUCOM family who won AOF awards in 2012.

APPRECIATION

Sister Anne Brooks, D.O.
PHYSICIAN OF THE YEAR

Wolfgang Gilliar, DO
EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR

Tomoegasu Higashimoto
WELSH SCHOLARS GRANT

Sophia Johnson
ROSSNICK HUMANITARIAN GRANT

Jessica C. Kuo
AOF HUMANTOUCH STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROJECT

Krishna Meka
AOF HUMANTOUCH STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROJECT

Lilian E. Ore
AOF HUMANTOUCH STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROJECT

Shane Sergent
ROSSNICK HUMANITARIAN GRANT

Allison Tanis
DONNA JONES MORITSUGU AWARD

Gary L. Willard, D.O.
READY RELIEF BOX